Software Engineer Student- Data Security team

Location: Herzeliya

Do you want to be a part of a brand new team?

Do you want to be part of small and excellent team that builds a product for millions of people?

Come and join the DB5 team and help us establish our new cloud service!

With the expedited growth of data and the popularity of our enterprise data platforms, comes a growing need to properly protect customers using our platforms to power their critical businesses and ensuring we have the most reliable and trustworthy data platforms in the world.

We are looking to address this need by concentrating the security efforts under one team, gain deep domain expertise and talent around data security and bake the needed features and knowledge.

We are looking for individuals with strong leadership, technical, innovative and development skills that are self-driven and can balance creativity and drive results with customer focus, team-work and the ability to quickly understand and pick up new technologies & applications.

**Required skills:**

- Student for B.Sc./M.Sc. degree in Computer Science or a related technical discipline- 4th semester or above
- GPA 85 and above
- Passion around software engineering and code - C++/C# experience preferred